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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce a novel method on tracking mul-
tiple people using multiple active cameras. The aim is to capture as many
targets as possible at any time using a limited number of active cameras.

In our context, an active camera is a statically located PTZ (pan-
tilt-zoom) camera. Using active cameras for tracking is not researched
thoroughly, since it is relatively easier to use increased number of fully
static cameras. However, we believe this is costly and a deeper research
on the employment of active cameras is necessary.

Our contributions include the removal of necessity for the detection
of each person individually in an efficient way and estimating the future
states of the system using a simplified fluid simulation.
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1 Introduction

There is a large amount of research on tracking multiple targets with multiple
cameras. Most research in the literature focus on tracking with static cameras,
which are fixed in terms of position and viewing angle throughout the entire life
of the application they are being used for [1] [2]. However, there are situations
where fixing camera position and viewing angle would introduce disadvantages
such as not being able to surveille all the targets, or in most cases most of
the targets. One would expect to surveille more efficiently using active cameras
rather than fully static cameras. An active camera in our definition is a statically
located PTZ (pan-tilt-zoom) camera. It is arguable that, increasing number of
static cameras would solve the problem mentioned above. However, increasing
number of cameras can become quite costly, and it also introduces new problems,
such as increased computation power demand and more complex connections.
For such reasons, we propose to employ active cameras to automatically track
unknown number of people in a closed environment. In the current literature,
research on tracking with active cameras is still not thoroughly investigated.
Xie et.al [3] presented a tracking method with a PTZ camera for a given target.
They use patch based feature learning to track the target, which lets them ignore
the background changes on the PTZ camera. Bimbo and Pernici [4] presented
a tracking method with the prediction on the tracked target. Huang and Fu’s
recent work [5] is closest to our research. They presented a multi-target tracking
with multiple PTZ cameras. However, our research differs in the following ways;
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we do not need to detect the targets individually which makes our method
independent of the amount of targets in complexity and formulation, and the
camera movement decision in our research is more centralized.

In our method, we make the common assumption that people move on a fixed
ground plane, and we track people by means of tracking the occupancy of the
people on this ground plane. The occupancy of the ground plane is computed
using the method described in [6]. There are some advantages in tracking the
occupancy of the people rather than the people themselves. Firstly, the people in
the scene are not required to be detected individually in each camera view. Hence,
the system is independent of the number of people in the scene. The formulation
becomes simpler and the system can run faster. Secondly, the decision on the
active camera movements is not affected by the number of cameras or the people
under surveillance. This is possible by tracking the occupancy of the people
and with a centralized decision for the active cameras. Thirdly, computing the
occupancy of the ground plane merges all the information from multiple cameras
into a single occupancy map. This makes the tracking easier, more unified and
more suitable for high level functionalities.

On the other hand, using active cameras requires some attention on the design
of the system. One problem is the response time of the cameras. As the active
cameras are controlled programmatically from a computer, when the computer
sends a command to a camera, such as pan or tilt action, it will take some
time for the camera to complete the given command. This should be taken into
account and the system should account for the latency of the cameras. For this
purpose, the estimation of the future states of the system becomes necessary.
In this paper, we propose a novel method for estimating the future states of
the ground occupancy map. We treat the whole occupancy map as an evolving
2D field of particles. We then run a simplified fluid simulation on this 2D field
to estimate the future state of the occupancy map. Details of this method is
presented in the following section.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows; in Section 2 we present the
details of our system, in Section 3 we present the experimental results and in
Section 4 we give the conclusions and discuss the future work.

2 The Method

The main advantage of our tracking method is that, we do not need to detect
and track each and every person in the scene. We achieve this by computing
the occupancy map of the ground plane and track the occupancy map itself.
The occupancy map is computed with the virtual planes method presented in a
related work [6]. Once we have the occupancy map, our main goal is to compute
camera directions in terms of pan and tilt values in order to surveille as many
people as possible. This is achieved by maximizing the total amount of occupancy
under the viewing cones of the cameras. An illustration is given in Fig. 1. Working
with camera viewing cones simplifies the problem of keeping the subjects under
surveillance and leads to a unified formulation for multiple cameras.
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Fig. 1. Sample viewing cones of the cameras (red dots)

In practice, active cameras such as [8] have noticable response times when a
pan/tilt command is issued. Thus, we need to compute the camera movement
decisions in advance and we need to estimate the future states of the occupancy
map.

We divide the problem of deciding the camera movements into two parts;
estimation of the future states of the occupancy map and making the camera
movement decisions using the camera viewing cones on this estimated occupancy
map. We address these two sub-problems in the following two subsections.

2.1 Estimating Future Time Steps

Using active cameras requires some extra care because an issued pan/tilt com-
mand cannot be executed immediately. Thus, we need to estimate the future
states of the system in order to give camera commands in advance. Depending
on the camera response times, which can be calibrated easily, we need to es-
timate the system’s state a few time steps into the future to issue a pan/tilt
command.

Tracking each person in the scene individually would let us predict the future
positions of the people using particle filtering or similar methods. In our study,
we propose a novel method to estimate the future states of the ground occupancy
map itself, without the necessity of performing detection. First, we treat the whole
occupancymap as a 2Dfield composed of particles (occupancies). Each discrete lo-
cation on the occupancy map corresponds to a particle, and each particle carries a
single property, the occupancy value. Next, we let the 2D field evolve in time using
a simplified fluid simulation [7], in which we do not have any viscosity or external
forces. The fluid simulation requires the instantaneous velocities of the particles.
However, it is relatively easy to achieve since we have the occupancy maps for pre-
vious time steps, and we simply compute a dense optical flow between the current
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(a) Occupancy map (b) Computed velocity field

Fig. 2. Instatneous velocity computation with optical flow

and the previous occupancy maps. Fig. 2 shows a sample of velocity computation
for the occupancymap. Finally, we run the fluid simulation for the 2D field and ob-
tain the estimation of the occupancy maps for future time steps. A sample output
of this estimation is given in Fig. 3.

(a) Ground truth (b) Estimated

Fig. 3. Estimating future time steps

We use fluid simulation to estimate futures states of the occupancy map be-
cause it is relatively well defined for 2D fields and a throughly studied topic.
There are also GPU implementations [7] which run extremely fast and is ade-
quate for our purposes. In contrast to simply extrapolating the velocities of the
particles into future frames, using a fluid simulation lets us capture non linear
motions on the occupancy map. However, using this method to estimate future
states of the occupancy map is not very stable for longer intervals into the fu-
ture. Luckily, we need to estimate the future occupancy maps only to catch the
response time of the active cameras. A typical active camera (Sony EVI-D100
[8]) has a response time less than a second for a pan-tilt action of 90 degrees. In
practice, the cameras are expected to move a maximum of 10 to 20 degrees in 1
second.
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2.2 Camera Movement

The main decision about the camera movement is done once the ground occu-
pancy for the future time steps are estimated. Given the camera locations, we
only need to compute the pan and tilt values for the estimated ground occupancy
map. This is modeled as

max
θ

Nc∑

i

∑

Ω

F ∗Mi(θ) , (1)

where θ encapsulates all the pan-tilt parameters of all the cameras, Nc is the
number of cameras, Ω is the domain of the occupancy map, F is the ground
occupancy map and Mi is the mask that represents the viewing cone of the
i-th camera. With this formulation, we try to maximize the total amount of
occupancy under the viewing cones of the cameras.

Eq. 1 may lead to solutions with high diversity in successive configurations
for a camera. As the active cameras cannot move instantly, this situation should
be avoided and the successive configurations for a camera should be smooth to
achieve quick response. For this purpose, we introduce a simple penalty term into
the formulation to penalize the diversities between the current and the previous
camera configurations.

max
θ

Nc∑

i

∑

Ω

F ∗Mi(θ)− λD(θprev , θ) . (2)

Here D(θprev, θ) simply evaluates the total difference between the two configu-
rations and λ is a scalar to adjust the importance of the penalizing.

The mask M(θ) in the above equations is a 2D mask where only the points
in the camera viewing cone are nonzero. We pre-compute the masks for each
camera configuration, and at runtime we compute the convolution in parallel. In
Fig. 4 precomputed masks for different camera configurations are presented. The
length of the viewing masks on the occupancy map domain are truncated by the
average height of the targets on the corresponding configuration of a camera. If a
target’s location is further than a predefined distance, where a standing target’s
height is half of the average target height on that view, the targeted object is
considered out of view and the viewing mask is truncated.

Maximizing Eq. 2 is done by discretization of the parameter space by 10
degrees intervals and evaluating the summation for each configuration. However,
this direct approach is not suitable for real time purposes as the parameter space
must cover all possible combinations of each camera configuration. Thus, we
maximize Eq. 2 for each camera separately and we process the cameras in a
fixed random order. Different orders result only in little difference in practice.
Moreover, to remove redundancy, once a camera is processed, we reduce the
occupancy that has been observed by that camera on the occupancy map. This
lets us to efficiently guide the cameras to divide the ground occupancy among
them.
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Fig. 4. Camera viewing masks for discrete panning configurations

Discretizing the pan-tilt parameter space also addresses two subtle problems.
First one is the tracking of the background image for each camera view. The
computation of the occupancy map requires a simple background subtraction
performed on each camera view. However, as the cameras change their view
with pan-tilt commands, the background images also change. We propose a sim-
ple yet effective method to address this problem. As we discretize the pan-tilt
parameter space of the cameras, we have the set of all possible configurations for
each camera. This lets us to collect the background images for all the possible
configurations as an initialization phase. For an active camera with a 640×480
image resolution, and 18 pan and 3 tilt configurations, it takes around 16 MB
of memory to store all the background images.

The second subtle problem is the calibration of the cameras. Computation of
the occupancy map also requires the homography matrices to map the camera
views to the rectified ground, i.e the occupancy map domain. The initializa-
tion phase to collect the background images also lets us collect image features
to compute the necessary homography matrices. Computing all the rectifying
homography matrices during the initialization phase addresses the problem of
geometric calibration, and storing all the homography matrices would only take
a few kilobytes of memory. Computing the camera viewing masks is also achieved
by warping the full camera view back onto the ground plane using the inverses
of the rectifying homographies. Thus, we only require the ground rectifying ho-
mographies, which map the ground plane viewed on a camera image to the
occupancy map domain, as the geometric calibration of the system.

3 Experiments

We performed simulation experiments to evaluate the performance of our method.
To measure the performance, we define coverage as the total occupancy under
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the camera viewing cones over all the occupancy on the ground occupancy map.
We compute the average coverage over the length of the experiment. For simu-
lation experiments, we also computed the maximum achievable coverage using
dynamic programming, and we report the accuracy of the experiments as the
ratio of the achieved coverage to the maximum achievable coverage.

We made simulations with a rectangular environment without any obstacles
and let the subjects move freely and randomly. The subjects can leave the room
and come back in. We performed several trials with random trajectories and
present the average results. We aimed to make simulations realistic by imple-
menting the camera response times and acquisition speeds based on the active
cameras we have [8].

To show the effectiveness of the active cameras, we run the same experiments
with static cameras which have fixed viewing angles. In the reported results, Best
empty represents the static camera case where the cameras are set to maximize
the coverage in an empty ground occupancy map, Best prior represents the case
where the camears are set to maximize the coverage over the average locations of
the objects on the ground occupancy map. The average locations are computed
in during the generation of the simulation data.
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Fig. 5. System performance (coverage ratio)

In Fig. 5 we present the graphical results to show the performance of our
method. We report the accuracy against the number of cameras and against the
average number of targets. In the latter case, we report the mean accuracy over
all number of cameras. Note that during the executation of the system, we do
not compute the number of targets at any time. Corresponding numerical results
are presented in Table 1 and Table 2.

In Fig. 5 it is clear that our method, when the coverage ratio against the
maximum achievable coverage is considered, is not affected by the number of
cameras or the number of targets in the environment.

To show the applicability of our method, we also performed real experiments
in a closed environment. For real experiments, we used 3 Sony EVI-D100 [8]
cameras. We used 9 evenly spaced pan positions of the cameras as configurations.
We did not use tilt positions as the cameras could cover all the experiment
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Table 1. System performance against number of cameras (coverage ratio)

# of cameras Best empty Best prior Active cameras

1 0.527 0.558 0.827
2 0.509 0.543 0.827
3 0.522 0.581 0.828
4 0.528 0.610 0.804

Table 2. System performance against number of targets (coverage ratio)

Average # of targets Best empty Best prior Active cameras

6.403 0.522 0.562 0.834
7.118 0.516 0.589 0.848
8.338 0.532 0.569 0.834
9.283 0.543 0.618 0.841
10.772 0.578 0.626 0.843

space with panning only. The experimental environment is shown in Fig. 6 as a
panaroma created from the view of one of the cameras. The other two cameras
are marked with red circles in the panaroma. The panaroma image is created
from all the images of 9 configurations.

Fig. 6. Experiment environment

For real experiments we had a limited space, for which the cameras can eas-
ily cover all the space with little movement. Thus, to make the experiments
more challenging, we used ROI masks on the camera images to crop off half
of the image area closer to image borders. This way, the cameras had smaller
viewports and were forced to pan to cover more space. We also restricted the
camera panning to neighbor configurations to speed up the computation. With
this restriction the regulazation in Eq. 2 is implemented as checking at most 3
configurations and picking the best.
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Table 3. System performance for real experiments with 2 and 3 cameras

# of objects 3 cameras 2 cameras

1 0.92 0.90
2 0.88 0.81
3 0.77 0.71

In Table 3, we present the computed coverage of the real experiments. Since
we do not have the ground truth locations of the targets, the coverage in real
experiments simply corresponds to the value computed using Eq. 1 and is likely
to be higher than the actual coverage. Due to limited space, we could work with
upto 3 subjects at most. To compare the accuracy with the simulations, we
shut off one of the cameras and repeated the experiments with 2 cameras only.
Table 3 shows that there is not big difference between 2 and 3 camera cases
for real experiments. However, the decrease in the accuracy as the number of
objects increase is considerably high. This is due to many practical difficulties
including; inaccuracies in the background subtraction, the homography compu-
tation for ground plane recitfication and the occupancy computation, and the
mechanical inaccuracy of the camera movement. These practical difficulties lead
to inaccuracy in the computed occupancy map.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a novel method for tracking people using multiple active
cameras, and our method can also be used to surveille any kind of object as long
as the ground occupancy map can be computed. In our method, we removed
the necessity of detection of subjects by tracking the occupancy of the subjects,
instead of the subjects themselves. We performed synthetic experiments to show
the potential and real experiments to show the real-time capabilities and the
applicability of our system. We also presented a fast and reliable future time
step estimation for the occupancy map using simplified fluid simulation.

As working with occupancy maps instead of detecting individuals makes the
process simpler, it also removes some control on the system. One disadvantage is
that, now it is not trivial to assign importance on individuals. This option may
be desirable in some applications where an operator may need to select subjects
of interest. A workaround would use color tracking based methods on a selected
camera view and increase the occupancy values for the corresponding ground
positions on the occupancy map.

The presented work here includes novelties and some different approaches. We
believe, however, that more detailed research is necessary for the optimization
of camera control decisions. Our future work includes such detailed research, as
well as detailed experiments in bigger and more complex environments. Another
future work would be the involvement of the zoom property of the active cameras.
In broader environments with limited number of cameras, zooming is necessary
to achieve better surveillance quality.
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